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***

Aldous Huxley (26 July 1894 – 22 November 1963) was an English writer and philosopher. He
wrote nearly fifty books both novels and non-fiction works—as well as wide-ranging essays,
narratives, and poems. In his most famous novel Brave New World (1932) and his final novel
Island (1962), he presented his vision of dystopia and utopia, respectively.

George  Orwell,  was  an  English  novelist,  essayist,  journalist  and  critic.  His  work  is
characterised by lucid prose, biting social criticism, opposition to totalitarianism and mass
surveillance. As a writer, Orwell produced literary criticism and poetry, fiction and polemical
journalism;  and is  best  known for  the allegorical  novella  Animal  Farm (1945)  and the
dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949).

The profound animation from 12:30 to 15:45 of this video is from “IN-SHADOW – A Modern
Odyssey – Animated Short Film” by Lubomir Arsov.
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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